
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

5.1. Conclusions 

This study was concerned on gender differences in conversational style used 

by male and female presenters in “Apa Kabar Indonesia Talk Show News 

Program on TVONE”. It was aimed at describing the male and female presenters’ 

utterances used by the features of conversational style and six differences of 

communication between male and female speakers in the talk show news, and 

also describing the reason of male and female presenters used style differently. 

Based on data analysis, the conclusions are stated as follows: 

1. The features of conversational style were used by male presenters are 

different with female presenters, based on the matrix of the features of 

conversational style used by male presenters are higher in using amount of 

talk, interruption and conversation support features than female presenters 

do in the talk show news.  

2. The different ways of communication between male and female presenters 

in “Apa Kabar Indonesia Talk Show News Program on Tvone” were 

expended that male presenters are able to communicate by female-like 

strategies, and vice versa female speakers are able to communicate by 

male-like strategies in “Apa Kabar Indonesia Talk Show News Program 

on TVone”. 



3. Male and female presenters used style differently in the talk show news, it 

was because male and female presenters have different characteristics in 

social life, and these characteristics have affected them to be having 

different style in doing interaction in “Apa Kabar Indonesia Talk Show 

News Program on TVone”. 

 

5.2. Suggestions 

 It is suggested to those who concerned with gender differences and 

conversational style in “Apa Kabar Indonesia Talk Show News on TVONE”. 

1. It is suggested to the lecturer in teaching sociolinguistic, whereas this 

study can be conducted and elaborated in research field. 

2. It is suggested for other researchers, who want to elaborate the study about 

gender differences and conversational style in other field. 

3. It is suggested for students who want to study about sociolinguistic branch 

above all in mastering the characteristics of male and female speakers in 

making the interaction. 

4. It is suggested for readers to develop the theory of gender differences and 

conversation style in due to the interaction in other field, such as; in debate 

program, daily conversation and entertainment program. 

 

 

 



 


